This paper presents a comparative evaluation of liquid-crystal display (LCDs
I. INTRODUCTION
Liquid-crystal display (LCD) flat panels are becoming increasingly common as computer color displays due to their compact size and low power consumption. These displays are now available at increasingly higher spatial resolutions and in larger screen sizes with image quality that meets or exceeds that of typical cathode-ray tube (CRT) displays [1] . While the market for CRTs continues to grow at present, in the long run, flat-panel displays are expected to replace CRTs as the primary computer displays [2] , [3] .
With the widespread use, there is also an increased need for color management for LCDs, which enables accurate control of color in displayed images. While the color characteristics of CRT displays and methods for their color calibration have been extensively studied and reported [4] - [9] , the color characteristics of LCDs and methods for Manuscript received November 26, 2000 ; revised August 13, 2001 . The author is with the Digital Imaging Technology Center, Xerox Corporation, Webster, NY 14580 USA (e-mail: g.sharma@ieee.org).
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calibration have only come to the forefront in the last few years and have received only limited attention in published literature [10] - [12] . Active-matrix LCDs (AMLCDs) represent the most commonly employed LCD technology for computer displays. This paper reviews the color characteristics and the color-calibration requirements for AMLCDs and contrasts them with CRT displays which represent the predominant display technology employed today. Common physical assumptions and models for display color calibration are first reviewed in Section II. The specializations of these models to CRT displays are summarized in Section III. The applicability of the models to the AMLCDs in light of their operational physics is considered in Section IV. Sections V-VIII present experimental calibration results for a prototype AMLCD [13] along with corresponding results for a CRT display. Color-calibration models, calibration accuracy, dynamic range, and achievable color gamuts for LCDs and CRTs are compared and contrasted in Section IX. The major conclusions emerging from the comparative study are summarized in Section X.
II. DISPLAY COLOR-CALIBRATION MODELS
In order to consider the color calibration of displays, it is useful to consider a mathematical model that represents their operation. A general mathematical framework for device calibration has been described in [14] . This section will focus on specifics and details applicable to display calibration.
The display is driven by a set of control signals, typically in the form of an triplet for each pixel corresponding, respectively, to the red, green, and blue channels for that pixel. In the most general case, the light emitted by a pixel location could be a function of the present and previous history of driving signals for the entire set of pixels on the display. Clearly, a model of this generality would be too difficult to characterize and use in color calibration and, therefore, simplifying assumptions and corresponding simpler models are employed in practice. These assumptions and models are reviewed in this section. Comments on the practical validity of these assumptions for CRTs and LCDs are included in later sections.
Typically, the (small amount of) coupling between neighboring pixel elements is ignored and, in addition, the display is assumed to be spatially homogeneous and temporally stable, i.e., it is assumed that the light emitted from a pixel location is dependent only on the triplet for that pixel and independent of the driving signals for other pixels, of the position of the pixel on the display and of time.
With these assumptions, the operation of the display may be modeled mathematically as a radiance spectrum (1) for each triplet, where denotes the wavelength. For color measurement and control, the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum covering a wavelength range roughly from nm to nm is of interest. The color corresponding to the radiance spectrum can then be measured and specified using the CIE system [15] , wherein color corresponding to the radiance spectrum is specified by a "tristimulus" vector of the tristimulus coordinates 1 given by (2) where are, respectively, the CIE , , and tristimulus values and are, respectively, the CIE 2 color-matching functions [15] , , . The CIE tristimulus values may be transformed into a number of different color spaces as required [16] and, conversely, values from different color spaces may be transformed into CIE tristimulus values. The knowledge of , for all values of RGB signals, constitutes a "forward model" for the display, which provides the color tristimulus values for a pixel given the RGB signal values. In practice, the goal of color calibration is to allow accurate display of images whose pixel colors are specified in terms of their CIE tristimulus values (or equivalent color coordinates in alternate color spaces). Thus, in order to utilize the color characterization in practice, we require the inverse of the "forward model," which provides a mapping from each desired color in CIE tristimulus space to the corresponding triplet for the display. For the rather general model described above, this inverse needs to be determined by numerically inverting the multidimensional forward model. However, as will be apparent from the following discussion, with suitable simplifying assumptions the inverse may also be determined much more readily.
The generic mathematical model of a display as a radiance distribution for each driving RGB triplet value is complex and requires a large number of measurements for color char-acterization. The design and operating physics of displays often ensures that the red, green, and blue channels function independently of each other and this assumption of channel independence is commonly employed in color characterization models. Mathematically, the channel-independence assumption implies that the radiance spectrum corresponding to an RGB triplet can be separated into functions dependent only on the individual R, G, and B values, i.e., (3) where represents the light produced by the red channel in response to the input value and, in a similar fashion, and represent the light from the green and blue channels, respectively, and accounts for light reflected by the display (flare) and/or light emitted from a dark pixel (with , , and ). The channel-independence assumption allows the complete characterization of the display based on a characterization of the individual RGB channels. It, therefore, reduces the problem of color characterization of the display from a threedimensional (3-D) characterization into three much simpler one-dimensional (1-D) characterizations. The problem can be simplified further using the additional assumption that the spectrum of light from a channel has the same basic shape and only undergoes a scaling in amplitude as the driving signal for that channel is varied. Mathematically, this assumption can be stated for the red channel as (4) where represents the radiance spectra of the light from the red channel at the maximum value of the red driving signal and denotes the amplitude scaling factor. Note that by virtue of our definition, . For the green and blue channels, the assumption results in similar decompositions: and , where the terms are defined analogously to those for the red channel. The functions , , and are commonly referred to as the tone-response curves (TRCs) of the red, green, and blue channels. Since they correspond to the amplitude scaling factors for the light spectrum output of each of the channels with increasing driving signals, they are typically monotonically increasing functions. Note that due to the implicit normalization above, the TRCs are unity at the maximum value of the driving signal for the corresponding channel.
From the linearity of (2), it follows that the assumptions of (3) and (4) can alternately be written in terms of the tristimulus values instead of spectra as (5) (6) (7) (8) where the bold face tristimulus terms in (5) represent the tristimulus values corresponding to the spectral terms defined earlier and , , and represent the tristimulus values at the maximum driving signal for the red, green, and blue channels, respectively. The complete model of (5)- (8) is shown in Fig. 1 . Note that (6)- (8) imply that the tristimulus contribution from a channel is simply a scalar multiple of its tristimulus value at the maximum driving signal. For two-dimensional (2-D) graphical representation of colors, it is common to employ chromaticity coordinates that represent a normalization of the 3-D tristimulus values. In particular, the CIE chromaticity coordinates [15] , [16] , [18] corresponding to a color with CIE tristimulus vector are defined as
Since chromaticity values represent a normalization of the tristimulus values that is invariant to scalar multiplication, (6)- (8) are equivalent to the assumption that the chromaticity of a channel remains constant independent of the value of the driving signal for that channel. This is referred to as the "channel-chromaticity-constancy assumption." Since (4) is the physical basis for the channel-chromaticity constancy, by extension the "channel-chromaticity-constancy assumption" will also be used to refer to (4).
Equations (5)- (8) can be combined as
where is the matrix with the maximum amplitude tristimuli for the RGB channels as its columns.
As mentioned earlier, practical use of the display color calibration requires the inverse of the device characterization model, which provides the RGB values corresponding to a desired tristimulus value. The model of (12) can be readily inverted to obtain the RGB values corresponding to a desired tristimulus value as (13) (14) The above equations are based on the assumptions that: 1) the matrix is nonsingular and 2) that the TRCs , , and are invertible functions. Typical displays are designed so that their channels are colorimetrically independent [16] , which ensures that is nonsingular, and the monotonic nature of the TRCs ensures invertibility.
From the above discussion, it is apparent that for the simplified model of (5)- (8) , the inverse model is readily computed using the inverse of the 1-D TRCs for each of the channels and the inverse of the 3 3 matrix . This is significantly simpler than direct numerical computation of the 3-D forward model for the display. The matrix inverse and the inverse of the TRCs may be precomputed and the latter may be computationally implemented as a 1-D lookup table (LUT). Fig. 2 illustrates this inverse model, depicting the process of converting from CIE to display RGB using an offset-correction 3 3 matrix and inverse tone-response corrections. In order to display a calibrated image on the display, these operations would need to be applied to each pixel as the color-correction step. The inverse model of (13) and (14) is fairly computationally efficient and can be directly used for mapping of images into display RGB color coordinates prior to display. As opposed to this, the more general models of (1) and (3) require intensive computation for the determination of the inverse. The runtime mapping of images to display coordinates for these general models relies on memory intensive 3-D LUTs that store the inverse model.
III. CRT COLOR CALIBRATION
The models of Section II have been successfully applied to the characterization of CRT monitors since the early 1980s [4] . The assumptions of channel independence and channelchromaticity constancy described in the previous section are specifically referred to as "gun independence" and "phosphor constancy" in the context of CRT monitors. The physics of CRTs strongly supports these assumptions and they have also been extensively validated in experiments [5] , [9] .
For CRTs, the final model of Section II, can be further simplified by using a parametric mathematical model for the TRCs for the individual channels that is derived from the power-law relation between grid voltage and beam current for a vacuum tube [19] , [20] . The expression for the redchannel TRC resulting from the power-law relation can be written as [8] , [21] (15) where corresponds to the maximum value for the redchannel signal and and represent the offset and exponent parameters of the model. Analogous expressions apply for the green and blue channels.
For appropriate setup of the monitor offset and brightness controls [8] , the offset term and the relation simplifies to (16) which is the commonly used power-law relation for CRTs [22, p. 107] . Similar relations can be obtained for the blue and green channels with corresponding exponents and , respectively, in the power-law relation. The exponents , , and are typically equal and their value is commonly referred to as the "gamma" of the CRT. The numerical value of gamma for a CRT is typically around 2.2, though the effective "gamma" seen by an application may be influenced by the display and operating system settings [23] .
With the parametric form of (16) for the TRCs, (13) reduces to (17) which is commonly referred to as gamma correction. It is worth mentioning that uniform quantization of gamma-corrected signals results in wider quantization intervals at higher amplitudes where the sensitivity of the eye is also lower. Therefore, just like speech companding, gamma correction of color tristimuli prior to quantization in a digital system (or transmission in a limited bandwidth system) reduces the perceptibility of errors and contours in comparison to a scheme in which no gamma correction is used [24] - [27] , [28, p. 393] .
Most present-day CRT monitors are manufactured using the same set of red, green, and blue phosphors and the power-law relation is a fundamental characteristic of vacuum tubes. CRTs, therefore, tend to be fairly close to each other in their basic color characteristics. Because of the extremely widespread use of CRTs, it is common for images to be stored and transmitted in a using a color representation that is suitable for direct display on a CRT. Recently, the sRGB color-space [29] has been defined to bless and crystallize this de facto standard and to provide extensions that allow for incorporation of additional information on the viewing conditions, which can have a significant impact on human perception of displayed images.
IV. AMLCD DISPLAY PHYSICS AND COLOR CHARACTERISTICS
The most common LCDs for computers are backlit AMLCDs of the "twisted nematic" type [30, p. 72] . These are manufactured by deposition and patterning of (active) pixel electronics on a glass substrate. Each pixel element consists of a pair of linear polarizers with liquid-crystal (LC) material sandwiched in between. Fig. 3 illustrates a pixel element. The two linear polarizers are orthogonally oriented; light does not pass through the display except for actions of the LCs. The surfaces adjacent to the LC molecules are typically designed so that (in the absence of any electric field) the LC molecules align in a 90 twisted configuration, which rotates the plane of polarization of incident linearly polarized light by a 90 angle [31, pp. 429-430] . The "input" polarizer on the backside polarizes the light coming from the lamp behind the display. This polarized light encounters the LC molecules, which rotate its plane of polarization by 90 , allowing it to pass through the output polarizer, resulting in an ON pixel. The pixel is turned off by the application of an electric field. Due to their "dielectric anisotropy," the LC molecules tend to align with the electric field and move away from their twisted state. In a strong-enough electric field, the molecules are almost completely aligned with the electric field. This causes the pixel to be turned off as the LC molecules no longer produce the 90 rotation in the plane of polarization that is required for the output polarizer to transmit the light.
Color displays are produced by laying a mosaic of red, green, and blue colored filters on the substrate glass aligned with the pixel array. Quite often, the individual RGB pixels are rectangular and arranged so that three horizontally adjacent rectangular RGB pixels constitute a single square "color pixel" (which is set further apart from other "color pixels" in comparison to the spacing between the individual RGB pixels). The display, thus, appears to be composed of stripes of rectangular RGB pixels going vertically across the screen. The backlight is typically a fluorescent lamp with three prominent peaks in the red, green, and blue regions of the spectrum.
In most AMLCD color displays, the RGB pixels are driven and controlled independently. The emitted light is combined and averaged in the eye (just as for CRTs). Therefore, the three RGB channels combine through simple addition of light and one can expect channel independence to hold for these displays. The model of (3) is, therefore, suitable for color characterization. As indicated earlier, this allows a complete characterization of the display from a per-channel characterization. Furthermore, if the switching mechanism of the LCD pixel cell described above is spectrally nonselective, i.e., when a pixel is driven by applying a voltage the percent change in spectral transmittance is the same across all wavelengths, the channel-chromaticity-constancy assumption of (4) also applies, further simplifying the characterization. The TRCs , , and then correspond to what is commonly referred to as the electrooptic response in LCD terminology. The electrooptic response of an LCD pixel cell (for on-axis viewing) tends to be an S-shaped curve (like sigmoidal functions) [30] . This response is quite different from the power-law relation for CRTs and cannot readily be modeled by the parametric power-law relation of (15) .
Since LCDs were first deployed in an environment dominated by CRTs, the backlights and color filters for these devices were designed to produce red, green, and blue channel chromaticities identical to the common CRT phosphor chromaticities. This allows the devices to be directly driven by the same signals as those used for CRTs with only 1-D compensations for the per-channel TRCs. Often displays incorporate builtin/switchable per-channel compensation curves, which could change the actual observed TRCs for the display. These compensation curves are also typically set up to effectively mimic a power-law relation [10] between the driving signals and the observed luminance.
V. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE A prototype LCD [13] was chosen for experimental study in order to evaluate the applicability of the color-calibration models of Section II to LCDs. A commercially available CRT monitor was also studied in parallel to provide comparative data. Both displays were allowed to warm up for over 45 min to reduce the effects of any transient variations upon poweron. For the purposes of color characterization and evaluation, on either display, a number of spatially uniform color patches were displayed in the central region and measured using a PR705 spectroradiometer that provides full spectral radiance (in W/sr/m units) for each of the patches at a 2-nm sampling resolution in the range 380-780 nm (as opposed to a colorimeter that provides only CIE or equivalent values). The patches were partitioned a priori into a characterization set used for performing the color calibration and an independent test set for evaluating the accuracy of the characterization. All measurements were made at a 0 viewing angle (with respect to the normal to the screen). The measurements for the patches were made in a dark room with minimal stray light. Flare (reflection from the display screen) for normal viewing conditions was measured independently for each of the displays with typical room lighting turned on. The display background around the patches displayed was set to black in order to avoid any stray light in the measurements and to avoid overloading of the CRT driving circuits. The CRT color temperature setting for the white point was selected as 6500 K from the available options. All measurements were made with a 1 measuring aperture setting on the PR705 spectroradiometer.
Both displays were driven by 24-bit display adapters with 8 bits each for the red, green, and blue channels. The characterization patches consisted of ramps with 33 levels each for each of the channels (e.g., the red-channel characterization patches consisted of patches with and values uniformly sampling the range from 0 to ). The test set consisted of 64 independent test patches representing a 4 4 4 uniform sampling of the RGB cube. Where required, color in CIE /CIELAB coordinates [15] was computed from the spectral measurements as in (2) .
VI. SPECTRAL CHARACTERIZATION
The spectra corresponding to display black ( ) and white ( ) are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, for the LCD. The white patch corresponds to all the RGB pixels turned on and this spectrum represents the average of the spectra obtained when the backlight is filtered through the mosaic of RGB filters. Note that the black spectrum has a much lower absolute value than the white (the ratio of luminance of black to white is approximately 1 : 357), but the shape of the black spectrum is similar to that of the white. This suggests that the pixels (and the region between the pixels) transmit a small fraction of the backlight even in the OFF state. This residual light from the display is a constant "additive offset," which is present in all measurements (just like flare). The additive offset is readily accounted for in the model of (3) by simply incorporating it in the term (along with any flare). Assuming channel independence, the individual RGB channel spectral terms in then model of (3) are then obtained by subtracting this offset from the spectral measurements for the red, green, and blue ramps constituting the characterization set. Fig. 6 shows the (offset-corrected) spectra for the red, green, and blue display channels at the maximum driving signal (i.e., a digital value of 255) for each of the channels. If, in addition to channel-independence the constant-channel-chromaticity assumption of (4) is also assumed to hold, the TRCs of the red, green, and blue channels can also be computed from the measurements for the individual channel ramps using least-squares. This process is illustrated for the red channel as (18) In order to partly test the validity of the model assumptions for LCDs, residual spectral differences were computed between the measurements and the model of (4) using the leastsquares approximation of (18) . The residual errors are rather small in comparison to the measurements themselves with spectral mean-squared errors (SMSEs) of 37.65, 36.25, and 29.57 dB, respectively, for the red, green, and blue channels, where the SMSE for the red channel is defined as SMSE(dB) (19) and the SMSE for the other channels is similarly defined. The model of (4) is, therefore, a fairly accurate model for the individual ramps. Plots of the spectral residuals also do not show any systematic trends except in the blue region of the spectrum for the green and blue ramp residuals. Wavelength dependence of the LCD switching mechanism is one potential cause for these observed systematic deviations.
The TRCs , , and for the red, green, and blue channels obtained from the above described procedure are shown in Fig. 7 . Note that the TRCs have the characteristic S-shape expected from the raw optoelectronic responses for an LCD pixel. Also note that the TRCs for red, green, and blue channels are not identical.
For the purposes of comparison, the data measured from CRT was analyzed using identical procedures. The radiance spectra for black and white are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 , respectively, for the CRT. Fig. 10 shows the (offset-corrected) spectra for the CRT red, green, and blue display channels at the maximum driving signal (i.e., 255). Note that the CRTs radiances are significantly lower than the corresponding radiances for the LCD. Also, for the near-ideal setup used for measurements (of a dark room with no flare), the spectrum of the CRT black appears to be primarily measurement noise with a very small contribution from the red phosphors, which is evidenced by the two peaks in the black spectrum at the same locations as the red channel. For these conditions, the black offset may be ignored without significant loss of ac- curacy, i.e., can be assumed in the model of (3). Under these ideal measurement conditions, the dynamic range for the CRT, i.e., the ratio of white to black luminances is approximately 4 351 : 1. By comparing Figs. 6 and 10, it is clear that the spectral characteristics of LCDs and CRTs differ significantly. The LCD red and green channels have unimodal spectral radiance distributions with fairly narrow spectral widths, whereas the CRT red-channel spectrum has two narrow peaks and the green-and blue-channel spectra are fairly smooth with relatively large spectral widths.
The model of (4) using the least-squares approximation of (18) for the TRCs was also evaluated for the CRT. In this case, the SMSEs were 38.30, 43.01, and 41.92 dB, respectively, for the red, green, and blue channels. The significantly smaller values of the SMSEs indicates that the model of (4) models the behavior of CRTs to a greater degree of accuracy than LCDs. Plots of the model residual spectra are also devoid of any systematic trends. The CRT TRCs for the red, green, and blue channels are shown in Fig. 11 . The TRCs are in agreement with the power-law (gamma) relationship of (15) (the best approximations for the gamma for the red, green, and blue channels were 2.34, 2.36, and 2.43, respectively). Compared to the LCD TRCs, the TRCs for the CRT RGB channels are fairly close to each other.
With the assumptions of channel-independence and channel-chromaticity constancy, the per-channel spectral characterizations can be used with the model of (3) and (4) to predict the spectral radiance for the display corresponding to any RGB value. For both the LCD and the CRT display, predictions for the 64 independent test patches (representing a 4 4 4 uniform sampling of the RGB cube) were made using the TRCs determined in (18) . These predictions were compared with the actual measurements for the test patches and SMSEs were evaluated. The SMSE for the LCD was 32.07 dB and for the CRT display the SMSE was 37.14 dB. Both values are quite small indicating that the model predictions provide close approximations to the measurements. The 5-dB lower value for the CRT SMSE indicates that the CRT measurements for the test patches are in better agreement with the model than the LCD measurements, a trend that was also observed in the per-channel case. Plots of the spectral errors reinforce this observation: while the errors for the CRT appear random, for the LCD the errors are not completely random. The predominant trend is the presence of mostly positive errors around the spectrum locations corresponding to the three predominant peaks in the white-patch spectrum.
VII. COLORIMETRIC CHARACTERIZATION
The measured characterization and test spectra and the spectral predictions obtained by using the models were converted to CIE tristimulus values [as indicated in (2)] from which CIELAB values were calculated using the respective display white measurements as the white point. These CIELAB values were then used to compute the color errors in the characterization in [15] and [32] units, which provide better agreement with the perceived magnitude of the color error than SMSE or mean-squared error in tristimulus space [18] , [32] . These errors are tabulated in Table 1 for the LCD and in Table 2 for the CRT display. Both tables report the errors over the characterization RGB ramps and the test patches separately and both the average and maximum color errors over each of these data sets are tabulated.
For the CRT display, the color errors from the calibration model are extremely small, with even the maximum color error under unit. This indicates that the model of (5)-(8) models the operation of the CRT remarkably well. For the LCD, the average color error over the test set is just around 1.0 unit and the maximum errors is around 2.0 . This level of error is acceptable for most imaging applications and therefore the forward model of Fig. 1 and the inverse model of Fig. 2 can be applied for the color calibration of LCDs, for all but the most critical imaging applications.
Since several commercial image processing packages allow for easy "gamma correction" of images, it is also worth determining how closely the power-law-based model of (15) represents the display TRCs. For both the LCD and the CRT, the best "gamma" exponent and offset values for each of the channels were determined through a least-squares fit of the TRCs to (15) . The power-law TRCs corresponding to the estimated gamma and offset values from (15) were then used in the forward model of (5)- (8) to obtain predicted tristimulus values for the test samples and color errors were computed as before. The resulting mean and maximum color errors in and units for the LCD and the CRT display are reported in Table 3 . Note that the calibration errors for the CRT are only moderately higher than the corresponding ones in Table 2 . However, the errors for the LCD are much larger than those in Table 1 . Thus, the parametric model of (15) is clearly unsuitable for representing the TRCs of LCDs and color-calibration techniques that rely on the parametric model for display calibration [33] - [35] should not be employed for LCDs.
The errors for the LCD characterization in Table 1 were obtained based on the model of (5)- (8), which makes two fundamental assumptions: 1) channel independence, i.e., the display RGB channels combine in a purely additive fashion, and 2) channel-chromaticity constancy, i.e., the LCD switching mechanism is wavelength independent (nondispersive). Since most LC materials exhibit some dispersion, the second assumption is the weaker of the two assumptions. Furthermore, it is possible to drop this assumption from the characterization process without requiring additional characterization measurements (other than the ramps) by using the model of (3) directly. The model can be more conveniently implemented by considering the corresponding version in terms of tristimulus values. CIE tristimulus values for each of the RGB channels can be obtained from the measured values for the corresponding ramps by interpolation of each tristimulus value and the channel-independence assumption can then be used to predict the CIE tristimulus values for any arbitrary combination of RGB values. Using this method, a "forward model" for representing the operation of the LCD can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 12 . The model has nine independent interpolation TRCs, three each corresponding to the values for each of the three RGB channels. Note that the model can also be readily extended to a spectral one in a similar fashion.
The colorimetric errors obtained for the LCD with this alternate "forward" model are given in Table 4 . Note that since the model interpolates the measurements obtained from the characterization samples, the error over the characterization set is negligible. The error over the test samples is also reduced in comparison to Table 1 . However, the errors are still significantly larger than those for the CRT. Note that while this alternate method of characterization requires no additional measurements, it cannot be directly inverted to obtain an inverse model. Instead, the inversion must be done numerically and the transformation from CIE to device RGB requires a complete 3-D LUT instead of the simple offset, matrix, and tone-response correction of Fig. 2 .
VIII. ANGULAR DEPENDENCE OF THE LCD DISPLAY
A common problem with most AMLCDs is one of limited viewing angle. Due to the birefringent nature of LC molecules, polarized light entering an LC material off axis is treated differently from polarized light entering along the optical axis (0 angle of incidence with respect to the normal). The LC molecules are less effective in performing the proper rotation for polarized light that enters the LC material off axis. The electrooptic transfer function of LCDs therefore tends to be angle dependent [31, p. 430 ]. In addition the LCs are dispersive and operate differently on different wavelengths of light, especially when responding to offaxis incident light. As one moves off axis (either up or down or from side to side), significant variations in hue and contrast occur with the change in viewing angle [36] . As one moves far enough off axis, the contrast is diminished to the point that it limits the useful viewing angle. Several innovative techniques have been developed to decrease the viewing-angle dependence of LCDs [37] - [40] , but the limited useful viewing angle continues to be a significant limitation of LCDs and further improvements in this area are expected to continue. In order to quantify the level of color shifts introduced by offaxis viewing for the prototype LCD used in this paper, an additional set of measurements was made for the 64 test 
Table 4
LCD Alternate "Forward Model" Color-Calibration Errors patches along a viewing angle of approximately 30 with respect to the normal to the display. Color differences between the measurements for 0 and 30 angles were computed in absolute (using the white measurement for 0 as the white for conversion of both sets of measurements into CIELAB) and in relative (using measured white-point for each case as the white for conversion to CIELAB) CIELAB space. The mean and maximum color differences over the 64 test patches in and units are given in Table 5 . For both cases (absolute CIELAB and relative CIELAB), the color differences are quite large and much larger than the color-calibration errors of Section VII. The large magnitude of the dif- Table 5 Color Shifts Over Test Patches Between 0 and 30 Viewing for the LCD ferences indicates that the LCD should only be used for a limited viewing angle if accurate color is desired.
The color shifts in relative CIELAB space for the 64 test patches are shown in a 3-D plot in Fig. 13 . The projections of the color shifts onto the plane are shown in Fig. 14. The lines in these plots represent the color shift with the dots representing the color seen along a 30 viewing angle and the other end representing the color that is seen along a 0 viewing angle. Note that in it is clear that as the viewing angle changes from 0 to 30 , the colors move toward the center of the and plane. Thus, the color shifts are such that colors tend to desaturate as the viewing angle increases. The predominant effect seen in offaxis viewing is a reduction in contrast and saturation.
IX. COMPARISON OF LCD AND CRT DISPLAYS
The AMLCD technology has several advantages over the conventional CRT technology. LCDs have smaller size and are less heavy and bulky than the CRTs, which is the driving force for their increasing use in portable and desktop devices. From an image-quality standpoint, the predominant and most clearly visible advantage is the higher spatial resolution of the LCD devices, which translates into sharper images. The color reproduction capabilities and achievable gamut for the LCD and CRT display are critically compared in the remainder of this section.
1) Color Calibration
chromaticity constancy can be used for the calibration of either type of display and the runtime mapping of images to display color coordinates can also be performed using the inverse model of Fig. 2 in either case. For the CRT, these models provide extremely good accuracy, whereas for LCDs, the accuracy is good enough for most applications. For the CRT, the use of parametric "gamma-offset" models for the individual channel TRCs can further simplify the characterization process and potentially reduce the number of measurements required. The S-shaped TRCs for LCDs are not modeled well by the parametric "gamma-offset" models and, therefore, additional measurements may be required for the characterization of these devices. For the same reason, images that are "gamma-corrected" for display on a CRT will not have the proper tone response if displayed on an LCD, unless appropriate TRCs are used in hardware/software. Scientific applications involving very precise control of the displayed color require more elaborate calibration schemes for the LCD. Note also that due to the significant difference in spectral characteristics of the CRT and LCDs, the impact of chromatic aberration in the eye will be different for the two displays and may need to be compensated when displaying complex images for precise psychophysical experiments [41] .
2) Angular Dependence: CRTs are almost Lambertian [18] radiators within typical viewing angles [42] , [43] and can, therefore, be viewed over a wide range of viewing angles without loss of contrast or undesirable variations in hue. While many improvements have been made in increasing AMLCD viewing angles, the problem has not been completely eliminated and the useful viewing-angle range of most LCDs is limited in comparison to CRTs. The limited viewing angle of LCDs is often a limitation when precisely color-corrected images are to be displayed before an audience of more than one or two persons.
3) Spatial Homogeneity: LCDs significantly outperform CRTs with regard to spatial homogeneity. While there is negligible variation in the color of a displayed pixel with change in the pixel's position over the screen for an LCD [10] , the assumption of spatial homogeneity does not strictly hold for CRTs. In most CRT monitors, for the same driving signals, the light intensity is brightest at the center and falls off toward the edges. The change in luminance over the screen can be as high as 25% [7, p. 104] . In casual image display applications, this is not as objectionable as measurements would indicate because the eye's sensitivity itself is not uniform over the entire field of view and because the eye adapts well to the smooth variation in intensity across the screen. However, in scientific applications where precise control of the displayed color is required, it is necessary to correct for this spatial inhomogeneity in CRTs [44] .
4) Luminance and Dynamic Range:
For the displays used in the experiment, the luminance of white on the LCD is about 4.7 times the luminance of white on the CRT monitor. This difference is typical for most LCD and CRT displays [10] . For the measurements made in a completely dark room with almost no additive flare, the luminance of black on the LCD was about 58 times the luminance of black on the CRT and the dynamic range (ratio of white to black luminances) is around 357 : 1 for the LCD and 4 351 : 1 for the CRT. On the face of it, the CRT appears to have a larger dynamic range. However, in practice, the exact converse is true because a large region of the CRTs dynamic range is lost to additive flare under typical viewing conditions. In the presence of typical viewing flare, the ratio black to white luminance for the CRT falls to 16 : 1, whereas the corresponding ratio for the LCD remains significantly higher at 209 : 1. This reversal is owing to the fact that the typical viewing flare has a much higher luminance than the CRT black in a dark room but is quite negligible as compared to the light leakage through the LCD cells already present in the LCD black. The higher white luminance for the LCDs gives them a higher effective dynamic range than typical CRTs, which is clearly apparent in practice.
5) Intrinsic Gray Balance: It was observed in Section VI that individual red-, green-, and blue-channel TRCs of the CRT display were fairly close while those for the LCD were not. The difference between the LCD RGB TRCs would imply that a "device gray wedge" along would not appear visually neutral (gray balanced) when displayed on the LCD, but would appear almost neutral when displayed on the CRT. This is actually observed in practice. Since graphics programs often create images or sweeps directly in display device color space, it is desirable to have the display gray-balanced and the CRTs characteristics are, therefore, preferable. Note, however, that this limitation of the LCD is easily overcome once the display is calibrated and the inverse TRCs are incorporated into the video path.
6) Channel Chromaticities: Fig. 15 shows the location of the channel chromaticities (the end points of the respective triangles) for the CRT and the LCD in relation to the spectrum locus on the CIE xy chromaticity diagram [16] - [18] . Note that the red channel chromaticity for the CRT and the LCD are fairly close to each other on the chromaticity diagram, but the blue and green channel chromaticities are different from each other. Also plotted on the same diagram are the chromaticities for the white point for the CRT (labeled as letter C on the plot), the LCD (L), and the CIE D50 and D65 daylight illuminants. Note that the LCD white point is somewhere between the D65 and D50 white points, while the CRT white point is close to D65 in chromaticity, which agrees with the selected 6500-K color temperature for the CRT. The differences in white point and in the channel chromaticities imply that the 3 3 color calibration matrices for the LCD and the CRT display in the model of Fig. 2 are different. This implies that transformation of an image in CRT RGB coordinates to LCD RGB coordinates requires full color correction and cannot be achieved by using 1-D corrections for each of the channels. While only one LCD was considered in the experiment of this paper, this implication is probably true in general because there are bound to be variations in LCD channel chromaticities due to manufacturing tolerances in the fabrication of the LCD filters and backlights.
7) Achievable Color Gamut:
The triangle formed by the three-channel chromaticity-coordinates for each display in Fig. 15 represents the achievable gamut for the display in chromaticity space. The 2-D representation is however rather limited and comparisons of the 3-D gamut in CIELAB coordinates using visualization tools [45] provide a much more complete and useful picture. Since the perception of color is significantly influenced by the viewing conditions [46] , three different gamut comparisons were performed, corresponding to different assumptions for the viewing conditions: 1) comparisons of ideal flareless "relative" gamuts, where each monitors own white point was used as the nominal white-point [18, p. 167] in the conversion from CIE to CIELAB; 2) comparison of "relative" gamuts with typical flare; and 3) comparison of "absolute" gamuts, where flare is included and the CIE values for the LCD white (having the higher luminance) were used in the CIE to CIELAB conversion for both the measurements from the LCD and the CRT. The first case represents the ideal achievable gamuts, assuming that the displays are viewed individually in a dark room and that the photopic response of the eye extends until the black point of the CRT (which does not really hold). The second case corresponds to the more typical situation when the two displays are viewed individually at different times in typical viewing environments. The third case is representative of the scenario when the two displays are viewed side by side at the same time (the assumption here is that when the viewer sees the two displays side by side, he/she adapts to the brighter white). For each of the three cases, the 3-D gamuts were computed in CIELAB space and visualized simultaneously with the larger gamut shown as a wire mesh and the smaller gamut as a solid. Figs. 16-18 show perspective views of the gamuts for these different cases, where each figure includes a top view looking down on the gamuts from the axis and a side view, whose perspective position was chosen to highlight the gamut differences.
For the flareless idealized gamuts of Fig. 16 , the CRT gamut (wire frame) and the LCD gamut (solid) are fairly close in most color regions, except in the blue and magenta regions of color space, where the CRT gamut extends further outwards covering a larger volume. The CRT gamut also extends further outward than the LCD gamut in the dark regions close to black. In the presence of typical viewing flare, however, the CRT not only loses its advantage over the LCD, but also ends up with significantly smaller gamut in the dark regions. This can be seen from the gamut comparisons of Fig. 17 , where the LCD gamut (wire frame) is significantly larger than the CRT gamut (solid), particularly in the dark color regions around black. The dramatic increase in lightness ( ) value for the CRT black between Figs. 16 and 17 is indicative of the significant reduction in dynamic range caused by flare, which was mentioned earlier. The significantly larger gamut in the dark color regions provides the LCDs a significant advantage over CRTs when displaying images with large dynamic range and shadow detail. Fig. 18 presents a comparison of the LCD (wire frame) and CRT (solid) gamuts in "absolute" CIELAB (Case 3, above). The "absolute" CRT gamut is almost entirely contained inside the LCD gamut and quite small in comparison. This is primarily due to the much higher luminances of the LCD. These gamut comparisons also illustrate why the CRT appears quite satisfactory when viewed by itself independently of the LCD (gamut comparisons of Fig. 17 ), but seems to be quite "washed out" when viewed side by side with the LCD (gamut comparisons of Fig. 18 ).
X. CONCLUSION
AMLCD color displays can be color-calibrated with good accuracy (average color error of approx.
) by using a simple offset, matrix, and tone-response correction for the conversion of tristimulus values into display RGB. If a LUT is to be used for color correction, the accuracy of the characterization can be increased without requiring additional measurements by using an alternate model that does not assume constancy of chromaticity for each channel. The calibration accuracy is lower than what is achieved by CRTs, but is acceptable for most applications. The raw TRCs for LCDs are S-shaped and are not accurately represented by the "gamma offset" parametric model commonly used for CRTs. Display calibration techniques that are based on these parametric models should not be directly applied to LCD color calibration. The difference between the uncorrected TRCs for AMLCDs and CRTs implies that images designed for CRTs will not have the proper tone response on these displays, unless appropriate tone-response corrections are used in hardware/software. The LCD channel-chromaticity coordinates are determined by the backlight and color filter spectral characteristics, and may not correspond to the chromaticity coordinates for commonly employed CRT phosphors. Therefore, a simple per-channel 1-D correction cannot be used to universally map CRT RGB to LCD RGB.
The prototype display studied in this paper showed a strong variation in color with change in viewing angle. This viewing-angle dependence limits the utility of the display in accurate color demonstrations where the display is to be simultaneously viewed by multiple observers. While significant viewing-angle improvements have been made in commercial displays [10] , further improvements are still needed to match CRT viewing angles.
Typical AMLCDs possess a significantly larger gamut than typical CRT displays, with the AMLCD gamut extending significantly beyond CRT gamut in the dark color regions. The differences in gamut arise primarily due to the higher luminance of LCDs and provide AMLCDs a significant advantage over CRTs in the reproduction of images with high dynamic range and shadow detail.
